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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Introduction

Nutrition-sensitive agriculture can advance progress in positive nutrition outcomes (Ruel & Alderman 2013). The Agriculture to Nutrition (ATONU) Project is
answering the question of what agriculture programmes and projects can do to deliver positive nutrition outcomes. The ATONU Project is providing Technical
Assistance (TA) through decision-making frameworks to integrate nutrition into existing and pipeline projects.
The ATONU Project has developed tools to: (i) select agriculture projects which offer the best opportunities; (ii) select, design and implement context-specific
Nutrition-Sensitive Interventions (NSIs); and (iii) design monitoring and impact evaluation mechanisms for selected NSIs. The focus here is to select contextspecific NSIs.

NSI Selection Tool
This tool helps practitioners to select the farming system, identify areas where the project is intervening, and identify and select potential NSIs that are in line
with the project’s focus and/or original design.

Example of How the Tool Works to Identify Possible NSIs: For a
Crop project, click the Crops Icon and follow the prompts
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To finalize your selection of NSIs, after the step below, the list can be
viewed by using the “View Potential NSIs Bucket” icon.

View Potential NSIs Bucket

Potential NSI Bucket

Discussion

 The impact of possible interventions is ranked on a scale of 1 – 8
(1 being the highest and 8 being the lowest).
 The NSI categories are listed to inform decision-making:
 Showing a total score of gender and nutrition (i.e., excludes
agriculture as its score is merely providing the context).
 Ranking in terms of impact levels
(starting from high impact – low score to low impact – high score).

 Default scores are subjective rankings based on literature and the
expertise of the tool’s designers and may differ slightly in specific
contexts.
 Selection of NSIs depends on the technical and social-cultural context of
each agriculture project; and the decisions need to be supported by
additional nuanced information.
 We have ascertained through testing and refinement that this tool is
robust to assist agriculture projects to select appropriate NSIs.

Conclusion
 This Framework is being availed for use by partners to promote Agriculture to Nutrition.
 The ATONU Project Team is available to provide technical assistance to existing and pipeline agriculture projects.
 The Framework host name is: atonuframeworks.fanrpan.org.
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